Cascade Venezia Worsted
Chocolate & Pumpkin Set

Designed By Nenah Galati
Venezia Worsted Chocolate & Pumpking Hat and Scarf
Designed by Nenah Galati

This very chic looking hat and scarf is really easy to knit. Hat A (no flower) offers a ribbed brim and Hat B (with crochet flower) offers a flat brim.

Materials: 2 skeins of Venezia Worsted #160 (MC) and #108 (CC)
- US Size 6 or 7, 16” needle
- Crochet Hook Size G
- Stitch Markers as well as a tapestry needle

Abbreviations: Ktbl-knit through the back loop
- PM– place marker
- TM-transfer marker
- K2Tog-knit 2 stitches together
- Kflb-knit in the front and back of stitch (increasing by 1)

Hat A (No Flower)

Cast On with MC
Small 88 (Medium 98, Large 108)
Join without twisting and PM

Ribbed Brim: (As shown on sample)
Round 1: *K1tbl, P1* for 1 to 1 1/2” or desired width of brim.

Body of Hat A: With CC
Round 1: *K2 tbl, P2* to marker
Round 2: *K2 tbl, P2* to marker

With MC:
Round 3: K all stitches
Round 4: K all stitches
Repeat these 4 rounds alternating yarn for a total of 7 inches.

Top of Hat Decreases: With MC
Round 1: K8, K2Tog
Round 2: K all stitches
Round 3: K7, K2Tog
Round 4: K all stitches
Continue until you complete K3, K2tog and a K even round.

Cut a 10-12” tail, thread tapestry needle, remove stitches from knitting needle to tapestry
Needle, as if to purl, pull gently to close hole on top. Place 2-3 stitches across the top, turn inside out, push needle through and do the same on the inside, weave in end.

**Hat B (With Crochet Flower)**

Cast On with MC  
Small 88 (Medium 98, Large 108)  
Join without twisting and PM

Flat Brim: (As shown on sample) With MC  
Round 1: K all stitches  
Round 2: P all stitches for 1 to 1 1/2” or desired width of brim

Body of Hat B: With CC  
Round 1: K all stitches

With MC:  
Round 3: *K2, P2* to marker  
Round 4: *K2, P2* to marker

Top of Hat Decreases: With MC  
Round 1: K8, K2Tog  
Round 2: K all stitches  
Round 3: K7, K2Tog  
Round 4: K all stitches  
Continue until you complete K3, K2Tog and a K even round

Cut a 10-12” tail, thread tapestry needle, remove stitches from knitting needle to tapestry needle, as if the purl, pull gently to close hole on top. Place 2-3 stitches across the top, turn inside out, push needle through and do the same on the inside, weave in end.

Crochet Flower:  
Chain 4, join with slip stitch, ch 3, now working stitches into ring.  
Round 1: 2 dc, ch1: 3 dc ch1; 3 dc ch1; 3 dc ch1 join into top of turning chain ,ch  
Round 2: Ch3, turn flower over work 2 dc in 1 sts, ch1 space, ch1, 3 dc in same ch1 space,  
Ch1, *3 dc, ch1, 3 dc ch1 in next ch1 space* join with slip stitch to top of ch3.

**Scarf:**  
This fun, easy and chic looking scarf, can be knit either fat or skinny, by adjusting the amount of stitches you cast on, and you can determine if you want it long or short. The pattern is multiples of 4, you will add to that whatever amount of stitches you want for the border on each end. For the scarf pictured, Cast on 24 stitches with 5 at each end for the border. The scarf will
roll a bit, so you can either block it when you are done, or use a damp cloth and steam iron to get it to lay flat. Determine if you want a skinny or fat scarf making sure it is divisible by four, adding equal stitches for left and right border, as that will be the number we will get to.

CO2: With MC
Round 1: Kf/b of each stitches (4 stitches)
Round 2 and all even round K all stitches
Round 3: Kf/b of 1st stitch, K to last stitch, Kf/b of last stitches.
Repeat Rounds 2 and 3 until you have the desired amount of stitches. Place a marker after your border stitches as you begin, and before the border stitches at the other side of the scarf.

With CC
Round 1: K border sts, TM, K2, P2 to marker, TM, K border stitches
Round 2: K border sts, TM, K2, P2 to marker, TM, K border stitches

With MC
Round 3: K all sts
Round 4: K all sts
Repeat these 4 rounds, alternating color for desired length of scarf.

Now begin decreases:
Round 1: K1, K2Tog, K to 2nd to last stitch, K2Tog, K1
Round 2: K all stitches

Repeat these two rounds until 2 stitches remain, bind off.
Add fringe if desired.